Forest Grove Christian Church, FM 1378 & Forest Grove Road, Lucas, Collin Co., TX, 2 Sept 2001
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FOREST GROVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

THIS CHURCH TRACES ITS ORIGIN TO INFORMAL PRAYER MEETINGS HELD IN 1847 AT THE HOME OF WILLIAM AND MARY (SYNDUSKY) SNIDER. AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR VETERANS AND ORIGINAL SETTLERS OF THE PETERS COLONY ARE COUNTED AMONG THE EARLY MEMBERS OF THE CONGREGATION. JOHN M. MCKINNEY, JR. AND J. BEN FAULKNER SERVED AS THE FIRST MINISTERS OF THE CHURCH. ALL CHURCH STRUCTURES HAVE OCCUPIED THIS SITE ADJOINING HISTORIC FITZHUGH CEMETERY WHICH HAS GRAVES DATING TO 1852. ALTHOUGH SERVICES ENDED IN 1984 CHURCH BUILDINGS REMAIN THE SITE OF VARIOUS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS AND EVENTS.
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Entryway into Fitzhugh Cemetery behind Forest Grove Christian Church, 2 Sept 2001
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THOMAS J. RAINWATER
1878 —— 19

Thomas J. Rainwater, I.O.O.F. tombstone, probably died before 1903 (start of death records in Texas)
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